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About This Content

The complete and definitive soundtrack for the hit Indie 2d Adventure-Sandbox game Terraria!

Featuring 36 songs from the PC version of the game - all composed & produced by Scott Lloyd Shelly/Resonance Array - the
Terraria Official Soundtrack will provide the perfect background music for your Terrarian adventures - or your every day ones!

Track List - All Songs are in MP3 Format
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Gameplay is there but it's useless: there's absolutely no changes in the narrative, at least none in my two playthroughs were I
intentionally tried to do as differently as possible the various events. There are also no secrets to discover: I looked around and
there was nothing other than the obvious.

Most importantly, for if this wasn't the case one could forgive this walking/sitting simulator, the story itself is poor. It's not the
absolute worst twist I've seen on this stock horror cliche, but at the same time it falls into the pitfall of overexplaining it in the
ending.. Awesome game to play at night for yourself or with friends!. This game is awful. Almost everything is an asset flip, but
because you are zoomed so far out they are kinda able to hide it, but not well enough at all for it not to be obvious when you
notice it. The sound effects are all stock sound effects from various websites, and stolen from other games. I heard creature
death noises from Warcraft, Terraria, and a bunch of other games. The voice acting is terrible, why even bother with accents if
you can't do them? It honestly sounds like they got the people who programmed this game to voice it. Add to the fact that the
voice lines seem to be tied to the levels of the map you are on, so if you fast forward they begin to speak over each other, which
is horribly annoying.

There are no stats for the towers, the only information they give you is whether or not it is good for light or heavy armor, for
flying units, and the range. There are no stats like damage, firing speed, splash radius, etc. This makes it hard to justify
upgrading a tower, because you honestly don't know if it is worth it, and when base towers cost 10, and it costs 50 (that is 50
enemies killed to upgrade it) it is very very hard to see any benefit to upgrading, or to just build 5 more towers. Staring at the
different levels for a while I realized that the world map looks like it was made in Paint. In fact, the default text used on the
world map is the default one for Microsoft Paint, Calibri. Holy crap, I have made better maps for my D&D campaigns using
free programs online.

The game tries to capture the old magic of SC and WC TD games, and fails at it. You have to spread out all over the map, and
wear down enemies through the whole thing, rather than making a really great kill zone in a well constructed maze. They then
spam units at you with seemingly no thought to their composition or speed. There is no grey player at the end to catch the leaks,
yet the game seems to have been designed with this in mind for some really odd reason. This 'game' needs a complete and total
re-balance, proper voice acting, sound effects that aren't ripped from other games, and just more polish in general before it
should be allowed to call itself a game.

I think the reason people like this, and why I bought it and played it myself, is because they use the old Starcraft and Warcraft
formula of building the level\/maze with your towers. Sadly they don't capture what made the TD games within those games
great, they missed everything, instead making a barely mediocre copy in order to grab some cash.
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Do NOT buy this game, even on sale. I have read the positive reviews and honestly do not understand where these people are
getting any kind of enjoyment from this game. I have been playing Tower Defense games for more than a decade now, and I
highly recommend people STAY AWAY from this game!. This is one of my top favorite games, I love it!. so now i know what i
needed, im rly critical, cant stand most games these times,
i love realtimestrategy, but hate micro and always the same basebuildung,
i love turnbased strategy/rpgs, xcom2 for example, but only heavy modded, but there isnt so much out there,
either the game is too short, not good, i dont like the combat system(like dungeon and dragons) or u have to stealth alltime(like
phantom doctrine)
this game i love from start, hope for more, sad its just one dev, with a real indie studio with more people this game
could have far more content(bigger maps, more classes for example), but its not a flaw(i just shouldnt think about what could
be), for me this game is more than good enough(great idea, content so far for an early acces of one dev, graphics,
combatsystem) and the price is more than fair
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Very good game. Dude! It's a poor man's Furi!

I'll give a serious review once I have some more time with the game.. I am really enjoyed both AOW high treason and AOW
direct action but now i am reviwing high treason right?
So its a real masterpice of good old RTS, i totaly recomend it 8.5/10 (i would give a 9 but.....)
so lets review the pros and cons

Pros
-many diffrent units- soldiers,tanks,support vehicals,mercs,ships,heli,airplanes,commandos,NUKES :D
-intresting plot
-big maps(main game and scenarios)
-good and challenging AI
-pretty realistic
-diffrent factions with cons and pross
-pretty good graphics and music
-if you dont try you will lose :D
(i think those are major pros)

cons
-sometimes sound bugging
-If you are get unluky like me the game will start buging in regular base (ONLY in campain mode and in 2-4 certain missions)
and game will force to shut down
-Gamers have stoped entering in multiplayer :<. waste of money. real nice game ,the graphics an game play are awesome.... Well
hello steam umm people! i like to give this game a bump up. where i dont have a ton of time in this game i followed 3 people
last nite play...and one of the dudes was the dev! guy cool as heck. hears out what is said both good and bad. for about $10 (got
it on sale) its a good game. I like the feel and lore from it so far.

as well people of..steam? nothing bad about helping a little guy in this sea of crapy cash and go games.
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